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Zatroduotlca 
In November I965 the writer was very kindly invited, by the Woods Hole 
Ooeanographio Institution to spend ten days aboard the E.V. ATLANTIS II, 
journeying from Panama to Woods Hole on the last leg of her journey round the 
world. J» Stanbrough was aboard operating the V.L.F. Davigation equlpnert 
which he has been developing (Stanbrough and iKeily, I964 andStanbrough, 1965) 
and this gave the writer a good opportunity to stu^y the system. At that tl&e 
the writer was working as a Visiting Soientlst at the Maasachusetta Instituts 
of TeoLu«logy\ so that on return he was also able to hold very helpful 
dlsoussions with Professor D.P. Kelly of that Institute. 
Navigation in areas where the present fully-operational radio aids are 
not available (and they cover a very small proportion of the world's oceans) 
remains one of the oceanographers' basic problems. Use of the Satellite radio-
navigation system would go a long way to solving this problem, but for security 
reasons it is not available at the pr^^ent time, and in any case there is no 
guarantee that it will be maintained: the cost of imaintainlag it is, of oour^te, 
very high Indeed, V.L.P. navigation provides one possible answer, and the i^rlter 
feels that a careful assessment of it is therefore of considerable Interest. 
Fortunately, a system called Omega (described below) has been under 
development for some years and has stimulated much :research ir. V.L.F. propa-
gation which is directly applicable to the system i&nder discussion here, so 
that a reasonably reliable assessment is possible. V.L.F. propagation has also 
been studied because high-altitude atomic explosions cause effects on V.L.F. 
propagation which may enable it to be used as a detection system, and because 
transmissions are used for the transfer of frequency standards, 
The situation with respect to V.l.F. navigation is changing so fast that 
it is difficult to keep up with it. There are at present at least five research 
and survey ships fitted with experimental Installations and at least four more 
are due to be fitted soon. The U.S. Oceanographic Office alone has about six 
people working full time on computer programmes, charts, and Instrumentation. 
The author thinks it probable that with the rapidly extending use of the system 
the transmitting stations will soon have to accept this application as one of 
their responsibilities, and this would remove one of the most annoying present 
disadvantages: that the stations go off the air for servicing, regularly for . 
periods of hours, and occasionally for long periods. 
This report will discuss principles and limitations of the system, and 
will only discuss Instrumentation in as far as this limits the performance. 
It should perhaps be added for the record that th3 possibility of naviga-
tion using the existing V.l.F. transmissions was first pointed out by Balzer 
(1962) In a preprint of a paper for the I963 winter Convention for Hllltary 
Electronics, Los Angeles, California (lst Feb. 196^). 
Though the writer has had the benefit of the advice of many people, the 
conclusions reached in this report are his own and do not necessarily represent 
the views of anyone else. 
Section 1 : General Discussion 
General Principles of the System 
VoIi.F, radio waves propagate well over great distances and have long been 
used for radio telegraphy. A list of the transmitting stations relevant to the 
present paper is given in Unable 1 . It \Yill be seen that frequenoies are in 
the region of 20ko/s giving wavelengtlia in the region of 15 
Sinoe the waves are reflected, by the ionosphere at a height of about 
four wavelengths^ it is conve''^ ient to think in terns of mode propagation in 
the waveguide formed, by the ionosphere and. the surface of the earth. ?or 
those not familiar v/ith tliis concept, it may be said, that for practical 
purposes, waves travelling in a given mod.e may be considered as waves forced 
to travel along the surface of the earth with a phase velocity sli.ghtly difr 
ferent from (and usually less than) the velocity of free electromagnetic t/aves. 
Hany modes are generated at the trgizismitter and the propagation pattern 
close to the transmitter is complicated: by about ^ 0 0 miles, however, all 
modes except the first have been effectively absorbed and the propagation 
pattern becomes simple.* At ranges beyond about 7,000 miles the situation may 
again become complicated by v/aves which have travelled ix)imd the earth in the 
opposite direction (antipodal paths). 
Ihe carrier frequencies of the stations listed in Table 1 now have 
stabilities of a few parts in The stabilities are steadily being improved, 
and should reach a few parts in 10^^ in the forseeable future . One pajrt in 10^^ 
would be effectively absolute stability for all normal navigation purposes, 
The actual frequencies of the stations (averaged over a day) are monitored 
continuously, and these figures are available for subsequent correction of 
navigational fixes if required.*'* 
Assuming for the moment that the transmitters have absolute frequency 
stability and that the ionosphere remains at constant heiglit, the phase of a 
signal received at ranges of between 2,000 miles and 7,000 miles therefore 
remains constant vrith time and changes unifoimly with the great-circle distance 
frum the transmitter. The phase patterns fron the variou.g transmitters can 
^e used for navigation in one of tro ways, 
(1) A highly stable oscillator is carried aboard ship and. the phases of 
the transmissions frcmt^vo suitably placed stations relative to this local 
oscillator are measured. Starting from a knovm point (usually a harbour), 
the changes in great-circle distances from the transmitters can. be calculated 
and these allow the ship's position to be determined. 
(2) If three suitably-placed transmitters are available, relative 
phases between them may be measured and this gives the necessary infcimation 
to calculate changes in the ship's position. The advantage of" this system 
is that it removes dependence on the stability of the oscillator carried by 
the ship, but because it is necessary to have three transmitters available at 
\Tidely separated bearings, the geographical coverage is more limited tlian the 
system (I) described above (the three transnittor systen is alnost identical 
i.'ith that of the Onega e;q/eri::entel systez described below) ^ d. it wouj.d 
be ^mrthwlTlle designing equipment specially fcr this purpose ozid conntructing 
the neoeajary charts and tables. 
* Bates and Albee (I965), however, claim that the 2nd order mode can be im-
portant on some paths, particularly at night, out to ranges of at least 
5,000 miles. They argue that tlie large short-term phase fluctuations are 
due to interference between the first and second modes, and. not to solar 
or geomagnetic effects. This does not affect the gener^ il conclusions of 
this report however. 
** Write to: Radio Broadcast Service Section, National Bureau of Standards, 
Boulder Laboratories, Boulder, Colorado, U.S.A. For U.S. Naval stations: 
U.S. Naval Observatory, "Washington 2$, D.C. 
—4" * 
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However, if system (1 / is used, it ia worth adding a third receiver ainoe 
in suitable areas it osn then be used in effect as a difference systea: all 
three answers are plotted in the ordinary way and the same time inoi^ments are 
added or substracted frcm all three until they all cross at the same pointy 
The third receiver is in any case useful since it can often be used to bridge 
the servicing intervals of one station by using another and this point has been 
atressed by several authors. 
System (2) ivill not, therefore, be considered further below. 
Omega is the name given to a V.L.F. system of navigation wliich is under 
development by the U.S. Navy (Swanson and Tibbals, I965)* The present 
experimental system uses four transmitters located at Hawaii, Panama, New York 
State and Wales. Each of these transmits pulses of lO'Ekc/s lasting approxi-
mately 1 second and interleaved in a lO-second time sequence which enables each 
to be identified. The carriers are frequency-stable and phase-locked to one 
another* 
The system meaaures the relative phase between pairs of stations, and thus 
gives hyperbolic position lines which are only useful when three stations are 
available vfith reasonably large aiigular separation. The geographical coverage 
is therefore limited at the present time to parts of the Nortli Atlantic, North-
East Pacific, and /irctic Oceans. Even in these areas it is doubtful whether 
it is suitable for general use at the present time. In practice the receivers 
are very expensive, difficult to get, and the sj/stem, being under development, 
is liable to be changed in such a wa^;" as to make them obscj.ete. The receivers 
are rather specialised and it would be difficult to adapt other standard 
equipment. 
It is hoped that a system with world-wide coverage and operating with three 
frequencies to avoid lane ambiguities will be operational by about 1972. 
Obviously one cannot hold up development of other systems in anticipation of this., 
It will be seen that tlie basic difference in principle betv/een Omega and 
the system discuEsed here is tliat the latter carries a stable oscillator with 
the receiving system, so that only tifo suitably placed transmitters are 
required instead of three, and this extenda the geographical coverage very greatly 
Variations in the propagation tine 
The height of the ionosphere is not, of course, constant as has been assumed 
above. The most important changes are diurnal. In a daylight path the phase 
velocity is approximately O'l/o less than the velocity C of free waves, and over 
a path in darkness it is approximately 0 * ^ less than C, This means, for 
example, that at a range of 4.,000 miles from the transmitter the phase pattern 
moves back and forth about 8 miles. This movement can be calculated and allovred 
for to a first order of accurazy, but comparativel;;r large unpredictable changes 
in the phase pattern remain. 
Measurements of these changes are reported in a series of publications issued 
by the National Bureau of Standards. The most applicable to the present study 
is the first of the seiles (Brad;^ : et al, 1963) which reports measurements on 
signals from NBA Panama as received at Franlcfurt, Germany, wliich is a path 
of approximately 5^000 n.m. largely over water. The other roporbs show results 
which are broadly similar. 
Montlily means were subtracted from the measurements and the standard deviation, 
of the anomaly calculated. Values for three months are shown in figure 2, The 
standard deviations corresponded to changes in the position of the phase pattern 
varying from approximately 0-15 n.m. in summer over all-daylight paths to as much as 
2'0 n.m. in winter ovor niglit-ticie paths* For rather more than YQj of the tiae the 
standard deviation was less than 1*0 n.m. 
These figures agree well ?ith some quoted, by Staiibrough end. Keily (I9&t-), 
and Stanbrough (196$), for example, vdio made tests on short deytime trips in 
the vicinity of Woods Hole, Massachusetts, in Kay and June 196^ and found a 
maximum error of 0*3 n,m. using GBR, Rugby end.' NRi, Kav/aii at 3,000 and 5,000n.m. 
distance respectively* 
The rapidity of these variations is significant in conneotion with the 
feasibility of the measurement of the drift of a ship on station. Relevant figures 
are given in the N.B.S. reports. The r.m.s, phase difference between obser-
vationa separated by time T are calculated for times when the paths are ell-
dcylight or all-dark. This is easier on north-south paths, and. so some figures 
for the NBA, - College, Alaslja, path are plotted in figure 3 (from Crary and 
Kurphy 1965, converted to equivalent n. miles of horizontal movement). But note 
that the method of calculation does not extract systematic daily variation: 
it assumes that over all-daylight or all-dark paths, there is no systematic 
variation with time of day, which does not seem to be completely true. 
The ship's oscillator 
High quality quartz-crystal oscillators are available T/hich are suitable for 
shipboard use. These vary a little in performance even, from the same menufaot^-
urer, but the best, after ageing a^^ vd-th careful compensation for tlie^ift 
rate, change less than 1 part in 10' ' per day (a change of 1 part in 10^ ' 
represents a drift in position of approxinctely 0'14 miles/dry.) Thesj oscil-
lators cost typically y 3,000 each. However, to achieve this stability 
requires skilled operation and the total drift over a cruise lasting several 
weeks may be very serious, so many operators arc now using atonic oscillators. 
(rubidium or cesium). For example, oosium-bean frequency standards which are 
reasonably com]pact and which ha.ve long-term stabilities of 1 part in 10' are 
available from several menufacturors at costs in tlie region of ^ 15,000. They 
also seem to be reasonably rolia.ble. 
Hydrogen maser oscillators with even higher stabilities are in an advanced 
sbate of development and should be available soon, but their suitability for 
shipboard use is not known to the present writer. 
It vd.ll be seen that the station frequencies are all multiples of 100 c/s. 
The system of comparison of pliase is somewliat complicated, but in effect the 
frequency of the ship' s oscillator is divided dov.n to 100 c/s and the received 
signal is compared with the appropriate harmonic of this 100 o/8 reference. The 
phase change is displayed in terms of microseconds, so that it is convenient also 
to prepare charts in term of travel time in microseconds. 
G-eoRra^ ghr.cal covera^ i^e 
Figure 1 shows the 2,000 mile range circles from the 6 stations of Table 1 . 
The 7,000 mile range circle of GBR. is also shown: the rest of these are cnitted 
to avoid confusion, but they are not, in fact, too helpful unless studied on a 
globe. For example, the great circle path from Hawaii to Lisbon (approx. 7,000 
miles) is shown as a dotted line, and. illustrates the surprising fact that the 
stations at Hav/aii and Panama could give quite good coverage of the North jgastem 
Atlantic Ocean, with position lines crossing at obtuse angles. In practice, 
Seattle would be better than Hawaii in this area because of its shorter range. 
Using the first system described above, there is therefore good coverage over A.24 
no8t of ijie TTorl.d'o onaan.m 6%cepb fbr the ladlcm Ocean and. part of the Southeni 
OoecJi. A station is "being oonotructed. at North iZest Cape, Australia,v/ith the 
assistance of the U.8o Mair^ r fmd this should extend, coverage to much of the 
Tndian Ocesn, though position limes will cross at rather acute angles in the 
northern, areas. A station in Hong Kong or the Philippines would, be better* 
A station [".esigned. specifically for this application could, be comparatively 
cheap and. simple. Because of the very narrow effective bandATid.th of the 
receivers (of the order of 0*01 c/s) they have high sensitivity and. it would, be 
necessary to transmit only a few hundred watts of po^fer. 
Existing stations can normally be received with adequate signal strengths 
anytvhere in the surface of the earth. 
Other considerations 
At the present tine, most of the stations go off the air at stated times 
for servicing. These times are shovm in Table 2 and represent a major 
difficulty in the case of the longer servicing intervals. Not only is a 
position not available during this interval, but the ship's position must be 
knoTm by other means to witlzin about three miles if there is to be no risk of 
being one complete phase in error when the station returns to service. For a 
period of an hour or two on a steady course, extrapolation of the previous rate 
of change is usually adequate to lock the system into the correct phase when the 
signal returns. Again, if V.l.F. navigation ever becomes vfidespread, it would 
presumably be possible to arrange for servicing shutdowns to be kept short, or 
even avoided altogether* 
The transmission is, of course, interrupted during message keying, but the 
absolute phase is maintained and the raceiv:^ _ng sets are designed to cope with 
these short interruptions. 
The V.Ii.F. stations are used as frequency stejidards, and the receiving 
sets designed for this, which are available comcercially, are also suitable 
for navigation. It is therefore possible to assemble a shipboard navigation 
system for about13,000 with a negligible amount of special wiring and 
construction* 
Note on Indian Ocean results 
Tests on the system were made in the Indian Ocean during the International 
Indian Ocean iixpedition. The results in 1964 and 1$65 were on the whole very 
unsatisfactory. This is hardly surprising since nearly the whole of the 
Indian Ocean is beyond the recommended range of all stations except G-BR, Rugby, 
and a great deal of trouble was experienced froc waves coming the other way 
round the World (piitinodcl patlia). Also, other tiian GISl, JMBA, Panan& 
is the most suitable of existing stations and should give coverage over the 
S.W. corTier of the Indian Ocean, but this station was off the air for most of 
the period. 
In one sense these tests were unfortunate since they liave tended to give 
the system a bad na^e, whereas the present author feels that it has real 
potentialities in more favourable areas ivhere it is still the only available 
radio aid to navigation. 
A,24.. 
Seotion ^  : Jis^ssmsnt 
Present capabilities 
(1) For position determination 
Unpredicatable ciiaagGS i_i the position of the phase pattern linit accuracy 
to about ±0«5 under the nost favourable conditions (suomer ilaytlne), ana 
to aL,out ±5*0 n.m. under the les,8t favourable conditions (winter night-tine). 
Drift in the frequency of the transcitter varies a little froa station to 
station, out in most cases should introduce errors not exceeding about 1 n. nlle 
per day (&BE at the present time seems to be about tiTlce as bad as this). 
Drift in the ship's oscillator i/ill cause a position drift of less tlian 
0-15 n. miles per da^ r if an atomic oscillator is used, i^.'ith e. good crystal 
oscillator the drift rate will be about this value on the first day out from 
port but 1/111 increase steadily as the time from the last calibration Increases. 
Errors due to our lack of knowledge of the phase velocity, the figure of 
the earth, etc., should not introduce errors greater than about one mile in 1000 
miles. 
(z) For drift measurements 
The measurement of the drift of an oceanogi^aphlc vessel on station can 
give useful liafomation about currents in the water, bat requires an accuracy 
of perhaps 0''2 Imots to be useful. It 'tflll be seen from figure 3 that sucA an 
accuracy cannot be approached at night, but mi(^t be marginally obtainable in 
the summer with propagation over all-daylight paths from favourably-placed 
transmitters. Stanbrou^' (pi'ivate communication) believes that 0*05 loiot might 
be attainable on short dPuytime cruises in the western North Atlezitic. 
Future possibilities 
With Improved frequency stability at the transmitting stations, and with 
atomic oscillators aboard ship, tho time limit should be removed ejid absolute 
navigation should be possible over voyages of normal duration, c 
With experience, it should be possible to improve travel—time calculations 
to an accuracy of better than one mile over the full range. 
It would seem to be f^lthin the resources of an institute to set up a 
temporary'' transmitting station in, say. Hong Kong, if local oo-operation in 
making a suitable site available, and perhaps with operation^ could be obtained, 
though even a lGr.;-efficlenoy antenna might prove to be rather e3:].;ensive. 
If V.b.F. navigation based on existing stations develops into an important 
tool, the transmitting stations majr be persuaded to accept th.±8 function as one 
of their responsibilities and to reduce the brecJcs in their transmissions to 
acceptable lengths. 
If these conditions were fulfilled, it should be possible to navigate to 
within about five miles anywhere on eg,rth. 
I'his accuracy may be Improved with increased experience szid understanding 
of the factors governing the variations In propagation. 
Practical Problems of 
If V.b.F. navigation is to Le of ganeral use, it will be necessary' to have: 
(a) Charts available marked with iso-travel-tlme lines from the most suitable 
trzmonlttorc for klie [["{fe 17^ 3. Navy Ooesjiographi.o Offioe has alruoAy 
prepared, a nmiber of irnoh ohai-tc for areas In the IncHon Ocean ^  and. the autlior 
imderstancls that charts are at present in preparation for other areas, 
(b) Sane convenient way of correoting for diurnal changes must be d.9'vl!;ed.« 
If this talces the form of tables, it will probably be ad.eguate to have houi^ly 
values tabulated for each month for each 10° square, (A. specimen of the tabD.es 
prepared, for Omega is 8ho\m by Swanson and. Tibbals, I965). 
It should, perhaps be mentioned, tliat many users believe that it is best to 
use a digital computer to calculate the diurnal corrections, apply them to the 
measured, time differences, and calculate the shipis position, However, the 
present author feels that it is likely to be found more generally convenieat to 
use tables and cliarts, particularly in the present rather experimental state of 
the system. 
Another problem is the "unreliability" of the transmitters. For example, 
Hawaii and Balboa were recently off the air for a period o.f many months, 
"Uni-ellabfJlUgr^ ' has been put in inverted, oornmas because, of course, navigation 
is not officially one of the functions of these stations, 
The oommonly used, guartz-crystal shipboard oscillators are being used up ',to 
the absolute limit of their accuracy, and to obtain best results have to be 
adjusted every day by someone who can assess the required drift correction 
from all the available data (previous histoi?)'-, comparison of V.L.F. fixes ;fith 
other fixes, etc.). The use of atomic oscillators, though, increasing the cost 
of the system quite considerably, would i-educe the skill and time required in 
its operation and reduce drift errors to almost negligible values. 
These considerations largely add up to the fact that it is a system under 
development, and needs to be operated by someone who understands all the 
factors involved, and who is prepared to spend, quite a lot of time on the 
equipment. 
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Section 3 : Summary and. Concluaior.s 
Presently operating V.L.F. stations cover nearly all tbe ocean areas except 
the Indian Ocean and. parts of the Southern Ocean. In these areas, navigation 
over period.s of about a week Tr.th maximum errors of about 7 miles should, be 
possible at the present time: considerably higher accuracies possible at 
certain times of the year at certain times of day. Within a year or two, 
jjuprovements in frequency stability should, allot? this accuracy to be main-
tained over periods of at least a month. 
Usefu] measurement of the drift of an oceanographic vessel on station does 
not appee.r to be possible, except perhaps in favourable locations and at 
restricted times during the day. 
For the system to be convenient in routine use, charts and. correction tables 
must be prepared in advance. 
A practical difficulty at the present time is the considerable daily periods 
during which the transmitters are shut dovm, though it is usually possible to 
look in to the correct phase when they start up again. 
Studies using the Omega experimental system have shown an r.m.s. error of 
about one mile when all predictable corrections have been applied. This is at 
10'2 kc/s whereas the system described here worlcs at about t^rioe this frequency, 
but it is probably still a good measure of the accuracy to be obtained apart from 
errors due to drift in the sliip's oscillator. (The errors are not noimally 
distributed, large errcos being more frequent than predicted by a normal distribution.) 
A.2 4" ^  
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Table 1 
V.L.F. radio stations useful for navigation (Dec. 1965) 
GBR Rugby, England I6LO kc/s 52° 21'N 1° 11' W 
N m Hawaii 26,1 kc/s 21° 25'N 158° 09' W 
E W L Bouiaer, Colorado, U.8.A. 20.0 kc/s 40° 41 'N 105° 03' W 
N88 Annapolis, Maryland, U.8.A. 21.4 kc/s 38° 59'M 76° 27' # 
NBA Panaaa 24.0 kc/s 90 04'N 79° 39' W 
NPG- . Seattle, Washington, U.8.A. 18.6 kc/s 48° 12'N 121° 55' W 
Table 2 
Times at which V.l.F. stations shut d.ovm. for servicing ajid. 
other purposes (G-.M.T. : Deo. 196$). 
G-BR 1300-1500 Daily 
NPM 0900 - 1800 ^ ed. only + hourly 57-60 
tVifVD As required. + eveiy other Tuesday-
NS8 As required. + hourly 57-60 
NBA 1200 - 2100 #ed, only + hourly O7-IO 
NPG- 1600 - 2400 Thurs. only + hourly 47-50 
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